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ABSTRACT 

Networking technology is playing a major role in daily life for communicating each other. 

Security is the most important issue in wireless networks. Recently, trust and reputation 

mechanisms are used for providing security through monitoring the behavior. However, 

the existing works lack in providing reliable security to wireless networks. In this paper, 

we propose an intelligent dynamic trust model (IDT) for providing security in wireless 

networks. This model is the combination of dynamic trust and beta reputation trust for 

secure routing in wireless networks. 

Keywords: Wireless Network, Secure Routing, Dynamic Trust Model, IDT (Intelligent 

Dynamic Trust) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless networks are useful for sharing knowledge and information mutually in this real 

world. Rapid growth of this computer network utilization and security issues are also 

increasing simultaneously due to the huge number of users. Moreover, wireless networks 

consist of a large number of nodes without physical connection. The applications of 

wireless networks such as medical, computer security, defense and surveillance are useful 

and essential component of human life. Moreover, the data gathered by the nodes are 

forwarded and routed to the base station either directly or through neighbouring nodes. In 

such a scenario, each node of the network is capable of providing service within their 

transmission range. In wireless networks, data are gathered from nodes and are sent to the 

base station which is called as the sink node. 

 In wireless network, trust specifies the reliability or trust worthiness of node. Trust 

mechanism can be classified in different ways based on how the trust values are calculated. 
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Trust is subjective based on individual node behaviour in a group or network. Trust 

mechanism is classified into two: namely direct and indirect trust mechanisms [1]. Direct 

trust is considered as a basic opinion about the particular node [14][15][16].  

 Indirect trust is considered as a second opinion which is collected from some other 

nodes that are located as neighbour. Direct trust values are calculated between nodes. 

Indirect trust values are calculated between the node and neighbour nodes. Dynamic trust 

mechanism is helpful to know the current trust value of the particular node in ad hoc 

networks [2]. Moreover, trust and reputation are multidisciplinary concepts with different 

definitions and evaluations in various fields [3, 4][17][18][19]. 

 In this paper, a new intelligent dynamic trust model (IDT) is proposed and 

implemented for effective communication in wireless networks. The proposed system 

calculates the dynamic trust value by using the direct trust for providing secure routing. 

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this work, an intelligent trust model called intelligent dynamic trust (IDT) is proposed 

for effective secure communication. A widely used way to map the observed information 

from the evidence space to the trust space is the beta distribution. Let s and f represent the 

total amount of positive and negative feedbacks in the evidence space about target entity, 

then the trust worthiness t of a subject node is then computed as, 

t = s + 1/f + s  Eq. (1) 

Dy T = Dynamic Trust (t, <t1,t2>) 

 IDT is the combination of Dynamic Trust (Dy T). Intelligent Dynamic Trust model 

is used for calculating the beta direct trust value using intelligent agents. Here, the 

intelligent agents are used for monitoring the node trust during particular time duration 

dynamically. The proposed intelligent system demonstrates the behaviors of each 

individual node as a binary event. This binary event is modeled by the distribution which 

is commonly used to represent the posterior probability of a binary event using intelligent 

agents. Dynamic trust model of each node is evaluated by the features provided by the beta 

distribution that acts as a basis. The family of probability density functions (PDFs) is a set 

of continuous function indexed by two parameters α and β. In beta reputation system, α is 

assigned as the number Np of positive ratings plus 1 and β is assigned as the number Nn 

of negative ratings plus 1. Initially, dynamic trust is the expectation of positive behavior 

from a node. In future interactions, the trust worthiness value is calculated as, 

α

α+ β
≡  

NP+1

NP+ Nn
+ DyT  Eq. (2) 
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 P represents the decay factor or forgetting can be applied to assign more weight to 

new ratings and gradually the older ratings are decreased. Intelligent beta reputation and 

dynamic trust value is calculated as follows: 

IDT =  
S+1

F+S+2
+  

dS+1 

dF+dS
+ DyT Eq.(3) 

 IDT is the combination of dynamic trust. The proposed intelligent beta reputation 

model is used for calculating the trust value dynamically. The proposed work consists of a 

trust-based secure routing algorithm that works in three phases namely trust score 

evaluation, threshold setting, and routing based on the trust values. This proposed work 

focuses on important aspect namely dynamic trust based secure routing. The trust-based 

secure routing algorithm is the main focus of this work. The steps of the proposed secured 

routing algorithm are as follow: 

Dynamic trust based secure routing algorithm 

Step 1: Let Tv (n1, n2…nm) = 0. // Tv indicate trust value, n1, n2, …nm are nodes. 

Step 2: Every node (n1, n2…nm) are considered as source node in different time duration 

(t1, t2). 

Step 3: Send messages to the neighbour nodes. 

Step 4: HC = HC + 1 

Step 5: Start the Scheduler Class to execute the simulation. 

Step 6: If it received the request from neighbour nodes then 

 ensure that the node is destination node 

 Else If it is destination then 

 It sends the acknowledgement to its neighbouring nodes. 

Step 7: Compute the trust score for all the nodes using Eq. 1. 

Step 8: Compute the dynamic trust score for all the nodes using Eq. 2. 

Step 9: Compute the overall trust score for all the nodes using Eq. 3. 

Step 10: If Minimum value (Tkc) < Threshold then 

 Detect the malicious node 

 Else 
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 Update the routing table with new node. 

Step 11: Perform routing performance 

The proposed secure routing algorithm calculates the trust value dynamically. The trust 

values are calculated during different time intervals for all the participant nodes of the 

network scenario. The participant nodes ensured the proper destination node by receiving 

the acknowledgement for their messages. Similarly, the trust score and dynamic trust score 

have been calculated for the individual nodes using the Eqs. (2) and (3). Threshold values 

are fixed by the intelligent agents and checked with the dynamic trust scores of all nodes 

in the network scenario. If the dynamic score of the particular node is less than the threshold 

value, then the particular node must be considered as malicious node and it is also avoided 

for performing routing. Finally, the routing process is performed with all other nodes which 

are having the dynamic scores above the threshold. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

We have implemented the proposed routing algorithm using NS2 (Version 2.34.1) by using 

the existing AODV routing protocol. The topology of the wireless network depends on the 

pause time and mobility speed and also it changes its topology frequently when pause time 

is less and mobility speed is more. The performance of AODV protocol in presence of 

malicious node is compared with the performance of proposed technique in this work. 

Figure 1 describes the trust score variation between the existing and proposed system. From 

Fig. 1, it can be seen that the proposed system performs well than the existing system. This 

is due to the use of intelligent reputation mechanism and dynamic trust value calculation. 

 

Figure 1: Average Trust Score analysis in percentage 
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Figure 2 shows the delay analysis of the proposed system and the existing AODV protocol. 

From Fig. 2, it can be observed that the performance of the proposed system is better than 

the existing protocol in terms of delay. Figure 3 shows the packet drop ratio analysis of the 

proposed routing algorithm and the existing AODV. 

 

Figure 2: Delay Analysis of Proposed IDT Scheme with existing AODV Routing protocol 

From Fig. 3, it can be observed that the packet drop ratio gradually decreases in this 

proposed IDT when it is compared with AODV with the minimum number of malicious 

nodes are present in the network. This is due to the use of intelligent agent, dynamic trust 

and the beta reputation system. 
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Figure 3: Analysis of the Packet Delivery ratio based on Number of malicious node using 

Proposed IDT scheme and AODV protocol 

4. CONCLUSION 

An intelligent beta reputation and dynamic trust model is proposed and implemented for 

effective secure communication. Moreover, an intelligent secure routing algorithm has 

been proposed, discussed and implemented in this research work. From the experiments 

conducted using this secure routing algorithm, it has been shown that the trust and 

reputation calculation and management for secure communication in wireless networks. 
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